Airfreight Market News
Air cargo demand declined by 16% during the first half of
the year, reflecting the general deterioration in consumer
and business confidence.
However, airfreight rates from China and Hong Kong are
set to rise again over the coming months as new product
launches and a lack of capacity put load factors under
pressure. We can expect rates to continue to increase
slowly over the July/August period and then accelerate
higher in September as several major project launches
(Sony Playstation 5, Apple iPhone 12 and Samsung)
consume a vast amount of capacity.
IATA director general and chief executive Alexandre de
Juniac said that there were still challenges ahead for the
industry. “While economic activity is re-starting after major
lockdown disruptions there has not been a major boost in
demand. And the rush to get personal protective
equipment (PPE) to market has subsided as supply chains
regularised, enabling shippers to use cheaper sea and rail
options. Moreover, the capacity crunch continues because
passenger operations are recovering very slowly.”, he said.
On the demand side, worldwide air freight volumes are
down due to Covid-19 crisis but are expected to rebound
to 90 to 95% of pre-Covid-19 levels in 2021. The supplydemand gap of the past months is foreseen to narrow as
industry capacity supply will increase.

Tech Suppliers Moving Out of China
The trade war threatens to disrupt a complex global supply
chain involving many countries beyond just China and the
U.S. Many components that go into devices aren’t made in
the U.S., despite being designed there. A phone chip
designed by Apple may come out of a factory in Taiwan,
then be packaged somewhere else, before being shipped
to China for assembly into an iPhone.
Rising tariffs on Chinese-made products threaten to wipe
out their margins and up-end a well-oiled, decades-old
supply chain. Microsoft Corp., Amazon.com Inc., Sony Corp.
and Nintendo Co. are said to be among those now
weighing their options away from the line of fire, such as
Southeast Asia and India. Alphabet Inc.’s Google has
already shifted much of its production of U.S.-bound
motherboards to Taiwan.
Inventec’s shift marks one of the most dramatic relocations
since Trump announced his decision to slap 10% tariffs on
$300 billion of Chinese imports -- including consumer
gadgets from smartphones to notebooks -- starting in
September.
HP Inc.-laptop maker Inventec Corp. said it will to shift
production of notebooks for the U.S. market out of China
within months, adding to the tech industry’s exodus as the
world’s two largest economies escalate their trade war.
Still, few major manufacturers have moved output in truly
significant amounts and China’s status as the world’s
production base for electronics is unlikely to diminish
anytime soon.

China & US Update
In July, the Trump administration added another 11
Chinese companies to a government list barring them from
buying American technology and other products. But
unlike previous moments of heightened tensions between
the United States and China, Mr. Trump has not threatened
to impose additional tariffs on Chinese goods or take other
steps to punish companies that export their products to
America. And neither side is threatening to rip up the
initial trade deal they signed in January, which took years
of painful negotiations to complete.
Most recently the US decision to force a sale of China’s
biggest and most internationally successful start-up, social
media app TikTok – the potential for it to flare up again is
increasing as the US election nears and Donald Trump
focuses more intensely on the constituencies the trade
conflict was supposed to appeal to.
In regard to the new tariffs, because of the close trading
relationship with the United States, the EU, Canada and
Mexico are hit hardest in absolute terms by increased US
tariffs on Chinese imports. We estimate that the tariffs
impose an additional burden of between 500 million to 1
billion US dollars on these countries. This shows that third
countries are not unaffected by trade wars between two
countries, and therefore have an economic incentive to
help solving the difficulties causing the dispute.

EU-Vietnam Free Trade Agreement
The Trade and an Investment Protection Agreement
between the EU and Vietnam will come into force on 1
August 2020. The Port of Hamburg expects to see an
increase in business as a result.
Although 2020 will be impacted by COVID-19, in 2019
container traffic between the Port of Hamburg and
Vietnam rose 15% to 106,000 TEU. “This increase of 15%
compared to the previous year is also due to direct
connections which are now offered by the carriers for this
route,” the port said.
The free trade agreement between the EU and Vietnam
will see reductions in customs duties and tariffs over the
next 10 years. Vietnam is also part of a large number of
agreements with other countries in an effort to position
itself as a manufacturing center. Hamburg notes Vietnam is
investing US$3.8 billion in ports to manage the resulting
flow of goods.
Hamburg currently has five scheduled services connecting
the port with Vietnam; two container services and three
multi-purpose services for project cargo and conventional
general cargo. The container services operate 14,000 TEU
vessels and are focused on the economic center of Ho Chi
Minh City, with transshipment options to other ports.
Vietnam’s top exports are electrical machinery, footwear
and then clothing. The top imports from Vietnam though
Hamburg include machinery and equipment, including
electronic products and household appliances.
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